Modular Airborne Weapons Case

The Modular Airborne Weapons Case (MAWC) is intended for use by static line parachutists and serves to secure the soldier’s weapons and auxiliary equipment. The unique adjustability feature allows the case to be used by all parachutists. In addition to the weapon itself, the internal compartment accommodates auxiliary equipment such as a Hooligan Tool, bi-pod, tri-pod, ammo and optics.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
- USASOC Approved
- Easy to maintain
- Highly adjustable
- Heavily reinforced
- Two sizes accommodate 99% of hand-held weapons, including the Carl Gustav
- Small case accommodates M4 to M249 with standard butt stock (31"-41.5")
- Large case accommodates M249 to M107 with 29" barrel (40"-56.5")


Large and Small Sizes available in Foliage Green and OCP/Multi-Cam

Product Numbers:
Small Foliage Green Case
PN: AMTC-C1141-FGS
NSN 1670-01-618-5844

Large Foliage Green Case
PN: AMTC-C1141-FGL
NSN 1670-01-618-5845

Small OCP/Multi-Cam Case
PN: AMTC-C1141-MCS
NSN 1670-01-618-5844

Large OCP/Multi-Cam Case
PN: AMTC-C1141-MCL
NSN 1670-01-618-5845